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Abstract: The general class of vacuum f ields!! -11> with 

closed lines of force 1n the nelghborhood of a given closed 

curve C was investigated, where ~ 115 tangential on C and 

Q .. ~ j~j-'u..t has a maximum on C. 

The condition that a toroldsl MHD equilibrium have closed 

lines of force and vanishing longitudinal current can be 

met by the follow ing sYlI\I'IIetry: 

( A) The c urrent denSity =:!. has reflexlonal symmetry to a plane 

and!! the respective antlllymmetry such that j 1& tangential 

and!! 115 normal on the symmetry plane . 

Such equ111brla with symmet ry (A) have three major advantages: 

a) The existence of a toroidal finite a equilibrium can be 

proved [1J (in contrast to a s tellarator conflguratlon) 

b) No inter l or conductors are necessary ( In contrast to 

multipoles ) 

c) Sufficient stabllity crlteria can be satisfled (In contrast 

to a.xlsymmetrlc configurations without Interlor conductors). 

It Is well known l2J , t)] that for the atability of closed Hne 

configurations without a longitudlnal current it is suff1cient 

to construct a vacuum field 

such that the function 

'1 (r(!), ·X(,)) 
posseses a local maximum. Several spcclal configurations of 

this kind have already been discussed 141. [SJ. l6j, [7J. 

In this paper the general conditions are derived that in the 

ne1ghborhood of a given Closed curve C there exists a vacuum 

field with symmetry (A) which is tangential on C and such that 

q has a maximum on C. If the independent variables ~ are 

interchanged with the dependent variables ~ I 't' J -f, then 

.q . 

(2) 

(1) is equivalent to 

'<I! (I! ~~ 

><1'='1",,, 
A solution of eq. (2) has the advantage that the field 11nell 

are explicitly known. If the curve C Is described by ~ (CPJ "I 0) 

one can find 11 systematic expansion of ~ ( .:P, '1', x.) with 

respect to 't' and t . The n_th order derivative of eq. (2) 

represents a system of ) (n+I) inhomogeneous 11near algebraic 

(n+2) (n+1 )_ order derivatives 

( ..,-;::,j .I"_1 'J ?t+,) 

on C, the inhomogeneities depending on the lower order 

der1vat1ves. It ia found that the rank of the system is 2 n+). 

ifl!!1 I s everywhere nnite on C. So there are n solubility 

conditions for the right-hand sides . Ir the field has the 

symmetry (A). then theee conditions can always be satisfied 

and in each order two functions or ~ can be arbitrarily 

prescr1bed. 

If the c urve C with curvature;>! lies in the plane't' _ 0 and,!! 

has reflexional symmetry to this plane, then the conditlon 

that q have a maximum on C veduces to •• , f 
1~/;l'J.~-~:;)J,.'rJ .. l"",o) It,,,,,;t.t 

;\"1/:>""'''''' t. ),r·( f /Lj.- II..~ ' _ Lf'~ / .f...)c.U £0 

;l"'1/J% ~ = 1~l~( f'L+1.4'L+.I,.?')cU "::0 

where 1111 ~ I has been chosen on G. f)j~~llre aymmetric 

periodic funct10ns of the arc length.R. with per10d 11' a nd />0. 
If! 15 the t "angent lal unlt vector, :!l the unit normal on C, 

and {,. '"' t. >(""1 , tMn 

·.'!h~~f~: '<I~/)'I':_V,!£)')l.!/:lfl_l.r!j.V~ , I 
Oll!j:I~' ... M. 1. ~ v-:} ,?L~/4i'}~ ... of - '}!: , v. r!-?'J « ... -f I J 

'V ... j.f-xfL-, fli(r'v)' t"j/~l~.f'- o. 
A configurat ion of this kind has been plotted In the f1gure: 

a) half of the curve C (D~ .e'lur), b) - g) c roBS sect10ns 

of the surfaces q _ const perpendicular to C for the values 

l., Itr.;"'- (h= 0.',' .,,,-) . The figurea b) _ g) are rroagnlfied by 

a factor or 100 relativl! to f1gure a) . 't' ::t-he.1I been reatr1cted 

in such a ",ay that the neglected terms cubic In 'fill, are 

absolutely Ins than 5 ,; of the linear terms . Th1s rnulta In 

'1/1- 1.,1'0. 
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